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ADVANCED PLACEMENT (AP)
AP Biology
AP Calculus AB
AP Calculus BC
AP Chemistry
AP Computer Science
AP English Language and Composition
AP English Literature and Composition
AP Environmental Science
AP European History
AP Human Geography
AP Macroeconomics
AP Microeconomics
AP Physics 1
AP Physics 2
AP Physics C: Mechanics; Electricity and Magnetism
AP Psychology
AP Spanish Language and Culture
AP Statistics
AP U.S. Government and Politics
AP U.S. History
AP World History

HIGH SCHOOL
Cooperative Admissions Examination Program (COOP)
Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test (FCAT)
— FCAT Math
— FCAT Online Course
— FCAT Reading
Florida Standards Assessments (FSA)
— FSA Algebra 1 EOC
— FSA ELA 10
GED
High School Equivalency Test (HiSET)
High School Placement Test (HSPT)
Independent School Entrance Examination (ISEE)
Master Catholic 2018
Secondary School Admission Test (SSAT) Specialized
High School Admissions Test (SHSAT) State of Texas
Assessments of Academic Readiness (STAAR)
— STAAR Algebra I
— STAAR Biology
— STAAR English I
— STAAR English II
— STAAR U.S. History
STEM Question Banks
STEM Tutorials
Test Assessing Secondary Completion (TASC)
Texas Success Initiative Assessment (TSIA)

COLLEGE-LEVEL EXAMINATION PROGRAM (CLEP)
CLEP American Government
CLEP American Literature
CLEP Analyzing and Interpreting Literature
CLEP Biology
CLEP Business Law
CLEP Calculus
CLEP Chemistry
CLEP College Algebra
CLEP College Composition
CLEP College Mathematics
CLEP Financial Accounting
CLEP Human Growth and Development
CLEP Humanities
CLEP Information Systems and Computer Applications
CLEP Introduction to Educational Psychology
CLEP Introductory Psychology
CLEP Introductory Sociology
CLEP Natural Sciences
CLEP Pre-Calculus
CLEP Principles of Macroeconomics
CLEP Principles of Management
CLEP Principles of Marketing
CLEP Principles of Microeconomics
CLEP Social Sciences and History
CLEP Spanish Language
CLEP U.S. History I
CLEP U.S. History II
CLEP Western Civilization I
CLEP Western Civilization II
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DSST
NEW DSST A History of the Vietnam War
NEW DSST Art of the Western World
NEW DSST Astronomy
NEW DSST Business Ethics in Society
NEW DSST Business Math
NEW DSST Civil War and Reconstruction
NEW DSST College Algebra
DSST Computing and Information Technology
NEW DSST Criminal Justice
NEW DSST Environmental Science
DSST Ethics in America
NEW DSST Ethics in Technology
NEW DSST Foundations of Education
NEW DSST Fundamentals of Counseling
NEW DSST Fundamentals of Cybersecurity
NEW DSST General Anthropology
NEW DSST Health and Human Development
NEW DSST History of the Soviet Union
NEW DSST History of the Vietnam War
NEW DSST Human Resource Management
NEW DSST Introduction to Business
NEW DSST Introduction to Geography
NEW DSST Introduction to Law Enforcement
NEW DSST Introduction to World Religions
DSST Management Information Systems
NEW DSST Math for Liberal Arts
NEW DSST Money and Banking
NEW DSST Organizational Behavior
NEW DSST Personal Finance
NEW DSST Principles of Advanced English Composition
NEW DSST Principles of Finance
NEW DSST Principles of Public Speaking
NEW DSST Principles of Statistics
DSST Principles of Supervision
DSST Substance Abuse
NEW DSST Technical Writing

COLLEGE ENTRANCE
ACCUPLACER
UPDATED ACT
UPDATED ACT Online Course
PSAT
PSAT Online Course
UPDATED SAT
UPDATED SAT Online Course
SAT Subject Test Biology E/M
SAT Subject Test Chemistry
SAT Subject Test French
SAT Subject Test Literature
SAT Subject Test Math Level 1
SAT Subject Test Math Level 2
SAT Subject Test Physics
SAT Subject Test Spanish
SAT Subject Test U.S. History
SAT Subject Test World History

MILITARY
Air Force Officer Qualifying Test (AFOQT)
Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB)
NEW ASVAB Online Course
NEW Aviation Selection Test Battery (ASTB) Online Course
UPDATED Master Military Flight Aptitude
NEW Navy Advanced Programs Test (NAPT)
NEW Selection Instrument for Flight Training (SIFT) Online Course

ACADEMIC SKILLS IMPROVEMENT
Academic Skills: Math Videos
Academic Skills: Microsoft Tutorials
Academic Skills Question Banks: English/Writing
Basic Skills Tutorials
Academic Skills Question Banks: Math Basic Skills Tutorials
Academic Skills Question Banks: Mathematics, Grades 6-8
Academic Skills Question Banks: Mathematics, Grades 9-12
Academic Skills Question Banks: Reading, Grades 6-8
Academic Skills Question Banks: Reading, Grades 9-12
Academic Skills Question Banks: Science, Grades 9-12
Academic Skills Question Banks: Writing, Grades 6-8
Academic Skills Question Banks: Writing, Grades 9-12
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CAREER, CIVIL SERVICE & LICENSURE
Accountant/Auditor
ACT WorkKeys: Applied Math
ACT WorkKeys: Graphic Literacy
ACT WorkKeys: Workplace Documents
NEW Air Traffic Controller [AT-SA]
American Foreign Service Officer
NEW Association of Social Work Boards [ASWB]
NEW Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives [ATF]
NEW Certified Nursing Assistant/Home Health Aide [CNA/HHA]
NEW Civil Service
Cosmetology: Barbering
Cosmetology: Esthetics Advanced
Cosmetology: Esthetics Fundamentals
Cosmetology: General
Cosmetology: Massage
Cosmetology: Nail Technology
Dental Admissions Test [DAT]
UPDATED Emergency Medical Technician [EMT]
NEW Federal Bureau of Investigation [FBI]
UPDATED Firefighter
Law Enforcement: Border Patrol
Law Enforcement: Corrections Officer
Law Enforcement: Court Officer
Law Enforcement: Parole Officer
Law Enforcement: Police Officer
Law Enforcement: Police Sgt., Lt., Capt. Promotion
Law Enforcement: Probation Officer
Law Enforcement: State Trooper
Medical Assisting Course Online
UPDATED National Council Licensure Examination—Practical Nurse [NCLEX-PN]
UPDATED National Council Licensure Examination—Registered Nurse [NCLEX-RN]
NEW NCLEX-PN Online Course
UPDATED Nursing Pre-Admission Examination [PAX]
NEW Pharmacy Technician Certification Exam [PTCE]
Postal Worker 473/473-C
Postal Worker 710/711
Praxis Core Math
Praxis Core Reading
Praxis Core Writing
UPDATED Psychological Services Bureau (PSB)
Real Estate
Social Work: Caseworker
Social Work: Court Officer
Social Work: Parole Officer
Social Work: Probation Officer
UPDATED Test of Essential Academic Skills [TEAS]

GRADUATE ENTRANCE
Graduate Management Admission Test [GMAT]
UPDATED Graduate Record Examination [GRE]
Law School Admission Test [LSAT]
Medical College Admission Test [MCAT]
Miller Analogies Test [MAT]
NEW Pharmacy College Admission Test [PCAT]

ENGLISH LANGUAGE
Test of English as a Foreign Language [TOEFL PBT]
— TOEFL Reading Comprehension
— TOEFL Vocabulary
— TOEFL Writing and Grammar
Test of English as a Foreign Language [TOEFL iBT]
Test of English for International Communication [TOEIC]

U.S. CITIZENSHIP
U.S. Citizenship
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